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INTRODUCTION_ 
Founded in 1988 in Geneva, Frederique Constant is one of the cornerstones of the 
Swiss Watchmaking industry. With a production of over 120’000 watches a year, the 
company has steadily grown into one of the leader of the accessible luxury segment, 
which is reflected in its own moto: Let more people enjoy luxury. 
 
Frederique Constant is also at the cutting edge of innovation, principally thanks to 
advanced computer software which assists the watch design and development 
process. Although this thirst for innovation goes beyond manufacture and is ever-
present throughout the value chain; notably in marketing & sales. This willingness to 
always stay one step ahead of competition motivated the decision to trust 
PrivateDeal for a private sales operation.  
 
PrivateDeal was established in 2017 in partnership with the Ecole Hôtelière de 
Lausanne to revolutionize the online customer experience. The company developed 
the first personalized pricing solution which enables customers to offer their own 
price for a good or a service and interact with an AI-powered algorithm to 
personalize their deal.  
 
First implemented within the hospitality industry in 37 countries, PrivateDeal 
received multiple recognitions throughout the world. The company later expanded 
the solution into new verticals, including the luxury watchmaking industry. 
 
The collaboration between an innovative tech Company and an experienced luxury 
watchmaker was bound to make sparks within a traditionally conservative industry. 
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 THE CHALLENGE_ 

In 2021, Frederique Constant trusted PrivateDeal with one of the most important 
marketing operations of the year: Black Friday & Cyber Monday. Long awaited by 
brands throughout the world, Black Friday is both an opportunity and a risk for luxury 
company. Indeed, they have to walk a thin line between providing attractive prices 
and safeguarding their brand image.  
 
 
The Brand expectations were multiple: 
 

- A platform using all the design codes of the Brand. 
- Exclusive access to selected clients, family and friends. 
- Online support for clients on the private sales platform. 
- Allow sales in Switzerland and international sales. 
- Allow access to the platform according to the country of origin. 
- Four languages. 
- Two currencies. 
- Different price lists per country. 
- Online price personalization activated. 
- Products and rates monitoring by their team during the whole operation. 
- Online access to the sales, clients, prospects in real time. 
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THE SOLUTION_ 
PrivateDeal was a prime candidate 
to answer such challenges. Thanks 
to the personalized pricing solution, 
no discount was displayed on the 
platform, but prices were 
personalized for each customer, 
leaving the brand’s image 
untouched and adjusting the final 
prices to the market. 
 
The brand image was also protected 
thanks to an exclusive access “on 
invitation” only. 
 
Each visitor could choose a watch 
and visualize the catalogue price, 
then offer their own price and 
interact with the system to reach an 
agreement through a negotiation-
like sequence.  
 

PrivateDeal solution is using a AI-
powered algorithm to personalize 
the price based on visitors profile 
and behavior, as well as product- 
based criteria. 
 
The platform was open to clients in 
more than 30 countries across all 
continents for 5 days and available 
in 4 languages. For each product, 
advanced details and multiple 
pictures were available to provide 
customers with the same level of 
information as on the Brand main 
website, so that they could safely 
make their purchase decision, get 
their own price and finalize the 
payment online.  
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  THE GOALS_ 

The goals that were set for the projects were amongst the following 

Protect the Brand image 

Destock selected references 

Reactivate existing clients and get new ones 

Optimize the margins by product 
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  RESULTS & BENEFITS_ 

After five days of operation, the 
platform boasted impressive results. 
   
Purchases came from more than 10 
different countries and almost as 
many time zones.  
 
Support was also provided by via a 
dedicated chat box to help users to 
smoothly navigate their deals.  
 
Concretely, most KPIs commonly use 
within the eCommerce industry were 
well above the average. 
 

+9% 
8.9% 

x3 Customer base after the 
end of the operation 

Additional Margin VS 
fixed discounts 

Conversion rate 
during the operation 
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At the end of each day, PrivateDeal provided advanced analytics on several key 
indicators at product level, including the level of customer demand, the expected 
discounts, the abandonment rates, and more. This enabled the Frederique 
Constant team to dynamically pilot the pricing according to both these statistics 
and PrivateDeal’s recommendations. Thanks to these KPIs, Frederique Constant 
was able to significantly increase their margin with little effort. 

 

Most of the feedback received by the brand 
was overwhelmingly positive, with 
customers praising the entertaining 
purchasing process as well as the 
personalized prices. This sentiment 
translated into a significantly increased user 
engagement on the platform which drove 
up sales.  
 
Moreover, by building these powerful and 
meaningful interactions with long-time 
customers, Frederique Constant was able 
to reinforce their trust and loyalty to the 
brand on the long term. Indeed, the 
subversion of expectations brought about 
by this new kind of user experience let many 
of these customers eager to find out more 
about what is in store for the future of 
Frederique Constant’s marketing 
operations.  
 
Most importantly, Frederique Constant was 
able to avoid one of the main risks of Black 
Friday: harming the brand image. While 
many watchmakers decided to announce 
huge discounts for their sales, Frederique 
Constant leveraged PrivateDeal’s 
personalized pricing solution to take 
advantage of the promotion without hurting 
their brand image in any way.  
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PrivateDeal SA 
 

PrivateDeal is a Swiss company established in 2017 in 
partnership with the Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne. The company 
patented the first personalized pricing solution which enables 

customers to offer their own price for a good or a service online 
and interact with an AI-powered algorithm to close their deal. 

 
The innovation earned multiple awards within the hospitality 

industry where it was first implemented. 

Visit the website 

Contact 
 

contact@privatedeal.com 
+41 78 720 71 61 

 
c/o Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne 

Route de Cojonnex 18 
1000 Lausanne 25 


